1982 harley davidson fxr
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consider buying this bike, you should view the list of related motorbikes Look at photos.
Compare technical specs. And check out the rating of the bike's engine performance, reliability,
repair costs, etc. You can compare the rating with other bikes. Rating sample for this
Harley-Davidson bike. You can also compare bikes. The Harley Davidson FXR was considered
by many bike enthusiasts that it was the best handling machine and also the most refined
motorcycle which was produced by Harley. In order to enhance the handling of the bike and to
improve the lean angle the rear-end of the motorcycle was heightened by a set of inches. Over
and out it was understood that this bike was going to be in the market for a long time. The year
saw the first model when it came to FXR and in terms of the Shovelhead model , it was the
second to last year. Any changes which were needed to be made were done by this time. The air
cleaner cover and the OEM carburetor where kept the same. This model motorcycle saw the
additional features such as road lights which were accompanied with self-canceling turn
signals. Speaking about the transmission it was rebuilt which also came with the addition of a
new clutch. Parts such as the brake lines and cables were all kept new. Even the brake master
cylinders here were changed to custom requirements. New pads were added as an addition.
This historic bike which gives a mileage of about can be checked out at the shops. It comes
with rebuilt transmission too. There is the crash bar which comes as an added advantage. The
rebuilt motor and the new wire harness all gave a new outlook to the bike in terms of
performance. There is the O-Ring Chain which comes with this motorcycle along with the crash
bar. With new tires and tubes, the bike tends to give a gripping performance when taken to the
roads. The perfect paint and Fender Emblems give the motorcycle an attractive outlook. Initially,
when the bike got released it did receive negative critics due to its resemblance to the Kawasaki
bike. The company was even termed as a wannabe for the release of the new version. This was
also because the bike stood out from the normal Harleys which were released over the years.
Since there was a lot of concentration given to the performance many features were changed.
This came as a shock to the usual Harley fans from the particular model was far away from their
usual most loved models. This led many fans to even reject the motorcycle. While this took
some major time to get the bike used to the crowd, years later people started recognizing the
features of the bike. X Shopping Cart 0. Leave a comment. Post comment. Recent Posts. Paul
Teutul Jr. Loud Pipes Save Lives Decal. Impressum Datenschutz. This website uses JavaScript
to apply discounts. To be eligible for discounts, please enable JavaScript for your browser.
Enter your discount code here. Discount code not found. Make Harley-Davidson. Model FXR. I
would ride this bike without hesitation to any destination. The FXR promised to deliver handling
to rival sporty bikes from overseas, and the potent performance of an American V-twin.
Twenty-eight years later, there are still riders who claim the FXR was the best motorcycle Harley
ever built. That notion would be hard to defend, given the advanced engine, chassis, and
suspension technology Harley has introduced in just the last decade. But the FXR does
represent a moment in Harley history when the company put its talent and energy into creating
not just a great Harley-Davidson, but a great motorcycle; a bike less constrained by heritage
and the status quo. Keep in mind that the FXR platform would debut in as an '82 model, just
months after the company had completed its buyout from AMF. The FXR represented Harley's
commitment to its future. And it produced much less vibration to the rider, so it felt more
sophisticated. You could go out and have some fun on an FXR, not just cruise around. The plan
was to turn the Tour Glide platform into a sporty roadster to sell against the Japanese bikes.
The Harley engineering team-which included a young road-racer named Erik Buell-quickly
determined that the Tour Glide frame was not suited to the mission and instead designed an
all-new frame that would hold the powertrain in the same elastomer tri-mounts. The frame had a
more triangulated shape than that of the FXE Super Glide, and the rear shocks were set further
back on the swingarm. It was expensive and difficult to manufacture. Both had a 3. A thickly
cushioned seat flipped up to reveal the oil tank and battery. The bike came equipped with triple

disc brakes and sporty Dunlop tires. But the isolated powertrain and the extra gear, made the
FXR feel much more refined. It's just another aspect of the FXR legend. Harley immediately
began introducing other models on the FXR platform. First and perhaps most notable was the
'83 FXRT Sport Glide, a "sport touring" bike equipped with a frame-mounted fairing and hard
bags that were originally designed for the Nova, the liquid-cooled V-Four project that was
abandoned for lack of funding after the AMF buyout. In fact, the deep scoops on the sides of the
FXRT fairing were developed in a wind-tunnel to feed air to the Nova's underseat radiator,
according to LeRoy. On the FXRT, they became vents to the rider. A Low Rider Convertible was
offered in If you've noticed that the FXR had strayed from its original, sport-standard mission,
you are right on. But by the late '80s the company realized that the FXR was not what the market
wanted. Maybe it felt too much like the import competition. That's when we went to work on the
Dyna. The FXR was gone, but not for long. CVO was intended to produce exclusive, low-volume
custom bikes, and only examples of each of the models were built. The tooling was on hand,
and the bikes could be built for a limited run without disrupting regular production. Since then
the reputation of the FXR as "best Harley ever" has stuck, and in the minds of former owners,
it's probably the truth. Have original cam card. I don't ride this bike much, as I have other bikes.
So, I am hoping someone else will enjoy this cool and fast bike! Deposit is non-refundable.
Balance is due in cash upon pickup. Any Questions? Call Jim at Unfortunately health issues
force me to sell my treasured Harley. These usually came with 85 MPH but I was able to find the
upgrade with the close to mileage it had 10 years ago 20, I have owned it for 10 years and the
original owner lived in Denver Colorado. As you see in the photo I added lots of chrome stuff
but kept it original and stock. There is 10 clear coats on the tank. They also painted the fenders.
The eagle is original and came with the bike. Chrome dress work, Chrome oil Tank, Chrome side
covers, oil cooler, Oil pressure gauge, chrome pegs, chrome headlight bucket, chrome
sprocket. Also has O-Ring chain and Drag Pipes. I also have the NOS fork decal somewhere as
the one on the bike was customized for looks. All Pro Motorsports of Waukesha, Wisconsin
Mark specifically rebuilt top end with unleaded gas valves gaskets and rings, and Dyno tuned
the bike in I have had no issues with the bike except one. It will read full when full. I thing it is a
grounding issue as I had replaced the float, gauge, and tested voltages which showed no
issues. The check valve for the lower oil return also sticks causing oil to leak on start up after it
sits for more than a few weeks. What was a better option Also the usual shovelhead territory
markings, it isn't a vintage Harley if it doesn't piss somewhere. This is a nice bike and has been
my pride and joy until this year when my health has now stopped me from riding. Take a look
and I am sure you will agree it is worth the money. I have no insurance on the bike so I can not
let you test ride when you come for it.. I will start it and personally drive it around for you. I can
not risk someone having a by no fault of their own accident. I want this to go to a good hope so
hopefully someone will fall in love like I did years back. Note: The odd price reflects eBay fees
for auction should this sell. Please understand and respect the costs of auction listings if you
make an offer. Five Speed, Rubber Mount Shovelhead. It original miles on a MPH Speedo. These
usually came with 80 MPH but I was able to find the upgrade with the close to mileage it had 11
years ago 20, I have owned it for 12 years and the original owner lived in Denver Colorado I have
original owners receipt of sale. As you see in the photos I added lots of chrome stuff but kept it
original and stock. All tins were repainted 11 years ago professionally. Chrome dress work,
Chrome oil Tank, Chrome side covers, oil cooler, Chain guard, Oil pressure gauge, oil cooler,
chrome pegs, chrome headlight bucket, Spark Plug Holder, Chrome Breather, decrative HD pad
lock no key and chrome sprocket. Also has O-Ring chain and newer rear tire. I think it is a
grounding issue as I had replaced the float, gauge, and tested voltages which showed no
issues. This is a nice bike and has been my pride and joy until this last year when I simply lost
the excitement I used to have for cruising on a motorcycle. Remainder at time of pick up via
your preferred arranged method. If you are clos
hyundai penta
kawasaki 300 bayou wiring diagram
2000 chevy silverado starter location
e by me here in Wisconsin you can drive it home but keep an eye on the fuel. As such, it offered
a rubber-mounted engine and a five-speed transmission, as opposed to the solid mounting and
four-speed transmission of the original FX chassis. Model Shovelhead. Erik Buell designed,
collectible, first 80", first dual disc front brakes, first rubber mounted, and ranked as best
handling Harley ever built. Shovelhead motor. Drag Pipes. Dual front disk brakes. Chrome oil
cooler. Forward Controls. New battery, complete service, Very well maintained, adult riden for
paast 10 years. Rocky Ford, CO. Gloucester, VA. Fort Rice, ND. Ravenscroft, TN. South
Kingstown, RI. Dix Hills, NY. Bucksport, ME. Alert Successfully Created. Save search.
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